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OVERLOAD CONTROL OF SPC SYSTEMS
Vlf Korner
Department of Communication Systems, Lund Institute of Technology,
Box 118, S-221 00 Lund, Sweden

We foresee very high demands on efficient, predictable and robust overload control mechanisms
in future SPC-switches. These switches, in many cases based on a distributed multi processor
architecture, will be found in multi service ATM networks of tomorrow. Three basic principles
for overload control are presented and briefly evaluated and compared. The approach taken
here is devoted to SPC-systems with a central processor, but the principles are definitely also
candidates for certain control systems with a distributed multiprocessor architecture. The main
discussion is focused on the transient system behaviour upon a sudden large increase in call
arrivals. It is also demonstrated that certain priority schemes for different tasks during the
predialling and call establishment phases, that at a first glance seem attractive, may lead to
heavy and persistent load fluctuations. Finally the paper provides an extended reference list.

1. Introduction
Communications systems of tomorrow, handling a variety of broad- and narrowband services, will employ
switches with large switching capacities and very powerful control systems. However, no switch, and especially
no control system, whatever its capacity, will be able
to meet all demands that may arise momentarily. High
utilization of the switch in combination with a variety
of new services with different requirements on times for
call-set-up, on access-priorities under periods of overload, etc, will definitely call for very effective mechanisms for overload control. The real time capacity of
the control system is in many cases the ultimate limiting resource of the switch. This precious resource has
to be used, not at least under periods of overload, for
the most vital tasks, in order for the switch to sustain
the overload. Especially, no resources should be spent
on call-handling tasks that do not lead to fulfilled calls.
Many investigations of overload strategies for SPCsystems have appeared during the last decade but still
several basic questions remain to be answered. Some
basic objectives of overload control are: to prevent switching capacity from decreasing as a result of increasing
overload, i e the system should continue to show good
throughput characteristics also under periods of overload; to assure that waiting times of accepted calls are

within tolerable limits and not much larger than those
under periods of normal load; to assure that there is no
break down due to overload, i e processor queues being
overwhelmed. In addition it is generally required that

some processor capacity must be saved for jobs other
than those associated to pure switching. This is also
important under periods of overload, which if sustained
for a long period of time, could ultimately endanger system sanity, because system management, maintenance
and audit functions would be entirely throttled [1].
The important question is how these goals should
be met and fulfilled. What data should be collected
to form a suitable basis for control decisions (processor
load, queue length, call arrivals, call categories, etc.)?
How should control algorithms using these data be designed? Should different services be controlled individuallyor by a common algorithm? In a distributed environment, should the overload control mechanism be
implemented in each processor or should this mechanism be centralized?
Other basic requirements on mechanisms for overload control are: The amount of processor capacity needed to reject calls must be small. Thereby as much as
possible of the processor capacity can be used for useful
jobs. Call delays should not increase due to the overload control mechanism under periods of normal load.
The overload control mechanism should be straight forward, robust and predictable and system performance
not too sensitive to different parameter settings.
There are other major internal functions in the control system that may interact with the overload control
mechanism. The monitor that handles the variety of
tasks and sees to that time critical tasks are given a
higher priority than others is perhaps the most striking example. It is important to grasp the impact and
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limitations on overload control mechanisms from such
a monitor. This in turn emphasis that the design of
overload control mechanisms should be done in parallel
with the design of the control system itself and not as
late "patches". Good real-time performance can best
be achieved by careful consideration of real-time issues
early in the design process.
Several important contributions to the problem of
overload control have been reported in the literature.
In fact earlier ITC Congresses have been one of the
more important forums for new ideas and solutions to
the topic. See the reference list in this paper. Also at
this very conference we have a number of papers dealing
with the problem. The main part of the papers on overload control at the ITC Congresses has been devoted to
single processor systems and the analytical approaches
have mostly been focused on stationary behaviour.
Transient solutions to models describing overload
control are of vital importance, but not so frequently
reported. This is natural since analytical solutions to
such models are hardly obtainable. Nevertheless, it is
of an utmost importance to deal with transient models, which naturally have to be solved numerically or
be based on simulations. Lately papers dealing with
fluid approximation models have appeared [2] and [3].
This technique has proven efficient in modelling a nasty
oscillating behaviour that may occur in SPC-switches
as a result of certain load batching effects, but could
also be used for modelling the transient SPC-behaviour
in general. Different overload control algorithms may
perform equally well in a stationary system, still their
transient behaviour after, say a sudden increase of the
arrival rate, may be quite different [4]. At this congress
two papers are dealing with the transient behaviour, [5]
and [4]. Other contributions to this problem could be
found in [6], [7], [8], [9] and [10].
Lately papers focused on overload control in a multiprocessor architecture switching system have appeared
[1], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. Some of these papers
deal with architectures in operation, others are more
related to general models for a distributed environment.
Results presenting actual field data are not so frequently reported. In [17] it is said that "the most obvious symptom of an overloaded SPC-system running
telephony applications is the sudden occurrence of long
delays in providing dial tone. While uncompleted calls
occur naturally even at light loads, delay of dial tone
increases their likelihood considerably. Field trials in
the U.S. presented in that paper have shown that in
cases of 10 to 20 seconds delay, a third of the customers
began dialing before hearing the tone (resulting in a
partial dial or false start). Another 10 percentage, who
did wait those 10 to 20 seconds, disconnected without
dialling after a tone was provided. The CP will use a
considerable amount of its precious capacity with these
types of tasks". Eurkhard, et al [18] showed that. the

probability of successfully completing a call decreases
rapidly as dial tone delay increases beyond a few tenth
of a second.
We also call upon measurements on real systems in
order to verify our models that naturally must be rather
simplified. At the Department of Communication Systems, Lund Institute of Technology, Sweden, these kind
of measurements take place right now on a stand alone
switch, an AXE from the Ericsson Company. The control system of the digital switch is realized in terms
of a central processor architecture with a number of
regional processors for routine tasks. The purpose of
these measurements is to get a better understanding of
how simplified models will grasp the complex behaviour
of the switch. Special traffic generators will load down
the switch according to a customer behaviour identical
to those assumptions that are made in the analytical
models, derived at the same department [4]. Also the
standard overload con trol mechanisms in the switch are
replaced to a nearly one to one correspondence with
those in the analytical models.

2. The new challenge
2.1 Distributed Architectures
Future control systems will in many cases be implemented in terms of a distributed architecture with a
number of processing elements. Such an architecture
has several advantages, first in terms of a modular software implementation, but also advantages as high callhandling capacity and linear growth facilities [19]. Whether the control system in such an environment is based
on a number of loosely coupled fully distributed processing elements or on elements individually dedicated
to different tasks, the design of a traffic overload control strategy presents a number of challenging problems
not encountered in a traditional centralized switch architecture [1]. In general each processor has its own
overload detection mechanism, since different overload
situations may affect different processors. Then it is
important to see to a global efficiency for the control
system as a whole. In the case of a fully distributed
architecture with loosely coupled processors, the load
sharing procedure has a strong impact on the overload
control mechanism. Again, good real-time performance
can best be achieved by careful consideration of realtime issues early in the design process.

2.2 Intelligent Networks
Another new important area of overload control of communication systems is found within the scope of Intelligent Networks. The intelligent network (IN) is a
concept for adding new flexibility a.nd new capabilities
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to the network for the definition of new service control features over generic programming interfaces. It
is defined as a set of functions and capabilities on a
functional management and control architecture which
is service and implementation independent, and where
service control is separated from the basic switching
functions. Since the means for the introduction of IN
relies on a powerful signalling system, like SS#7, in
this short discussion we include the latter. We find a
number of computer based resources, first those related
to the signalling system, i e the SSP (Signal Service
Point), the intermediate STP:s (Signal Transfer Points)
and finally the SCP (Signal Control Point), that have
to be protected. The service features that are given will
typically lead to that sometimes many sessions must be
established in the network. However, at least for the
SSP:s and the STP:s, a packet type flow control mechanism will probably be implemented in most cases, [26],
[20]. For the SCP:s, overload control mechanisms based
on principles that have similarities with those found in
normal SPC-switches may be used.

2.3 Integrated Services
The great variety of traffic load mixes to be handled
by a general SPC switching system may talk in favour
of individual solutions for different exchanges based on
individually controlled services. For obvious reasons,
however, such designs are far from attractive: very detailed data collection is requiredj many control parameters must be defined and adjusted to the (varying) traffic mix. Indeed, it seems that great efforts, should be
spent searching for control principles that are not only
efficient but also as simple as possible.
Simulation is a very valuable tool for studying complicated queueing systems. Since very detailed structures can be simulated it is generally possible to discover which characteristics of a system are important
for the problem in question and which are not. In this
way more simple and comprehensible models can be designed and, if possible, studied by mathematical analysis. Simulation studies of various control methods for a
central processor solution have shown that the following system characteristics are of particular importance
for the overload performance: Distributions of typical
"customer delays" during the set up and communication phases, such as pre-dialling times, dialling times
and call holding times, CP service times for different
switching job sequencies.
In ISDN applications these characteristics may be
quite different for the various services. For instance
the dialling times of ordinary telephone calls may have
nearly a normal distribution with considerable dispersion while certain types data calls (CCn'T SS#7 traffic
is also a good example) may exhibit very short and constant dialling times.

3. A simple Central Processor Model
Overload control strategies operating with mechanisms
which throttle the input process are often used in communication systems, especially in stored program control (SPC) switching systems. The main subject of
this chapter is this class of control strategies. Arrivals,
throttled due to an overload situation are normally stored in an input queue for later transportation to the
processor queue(s). The input queue, which of course
is limited, may however be congested and thus calls are
lost. The queueing discipline of the input queue could
be LCFS, which under overload leads to that those calls
that pass the input queue will experience a rather short
delay while the others are just pushed out [39]. Stochastic transient models grasping the SPC system including
the input queue behaviour are hardly tractable. There
is a number of papers dealing with this situation (e g
[21], [36], [72] and [39]), but the models are either highly
simplified or they focus on the input queue while the
processor system and its overload control mechanism
are just schematicly modelled. In our models we omit
the input queue, i e upon arrival, calls are immediately
either lost or placed in the processor queue system.
In this chapter three basic control principles are
highlighted and compared. (For a thorough study see
[10].) They are one at a time incorporated in one and
the same model of an SPC-system with a central processor. It should be noted that they are definitely candidates also for certain control systems with distributed
processors. The SPC-system, or better the CP-system,
is modelled as a single server with one job queue used by
jobs associated to the traffic handling processes. Other
jobs, like those related to say maintenance, are assumed
to have lower priorities and thus do not have a direct
impact on the central issues of this report. The numerous CP-tasks associated to one single call are modelled
as just two different services in the CP, the first one just
upon the call arrival illustrating the predialling phase
and the second after a delay of say one second illustrating jobs associated to digit analysis and call set-up.
This means that there is a delayed feedback loop around
the single server. Thus the CP could be seen as fed
by two streams of jobs, those related to the predialling
phase and those related to call establishment. For our
models, which in this paper are just schematically described, we assume that fresh calls arrive in a Poissonian
fashion, CP-service times and delays as constants or exponentially distributed. Mean delay = 1 Sj CP-service
times, 1/ ill = 0.002 sand 1/ il2 = 0.004 s corresponding
to jobs associated to fresh and old jobs, respectively. In
addition, the second service being much longer than the
first is unfavourable since the greatest part of the load
is not felt by the control algorithms until after one delay time. It should also be pointed out that only fresh
jobs are regulated. In figure 1 our overa.1l model, i e the
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basic SPC-model togeth~r with the control mechanism
is shown. The models are solved both numericly and by
simulations.
The three overload control principles differ regarding the algorithm (a) and the flow of data (d) from the
model that feeds the algorithm. In all three cases the
algorithm shuts or at least throttles a gate (g) through
which new call arrivals have to pass before entering the
CP-system. A "closed gate" means that all new arrivals are blocked during the time the gate is closed. A
"throttled gate" means that only a fraction of the new
arrivals may pass the gate.
• In the first case, the load on the CP is measured
during consecutive time intervals and if the accumulated load on the CP exceeds a certain value
during a specified time interval, the gate will be
throttled to a fixed value during the next interval.
This principle we denote Load Measure Control: LMC.
• In the second case the length of the CP-queue is
measured or kept track of continuously and when
too long the algorithm will close the gate. When
the number of calls in the queue decreases below a
certain threshold, the gate is opened again. This
is Queue Length Control: QLC
• In the last case, fresh calls are counted during a
time interval and if too large the gate is throttled
as under the first case. We refer to this case as
Call Count Control: CCC.
In figure 1, the flow of data (c) that may change parameters in the algorithm may for instance be used under the
QLC-principle as follows: During periods of heavy overload, when queue lengths are very long, the threshold,
i e the value that the current queue length is compared
to, may be decreased.
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Figure 1: The Overall Model

LMC: Here the CP-Ioad is observed and measured continuously during consecutive time intervals, all with the
same constant length, say T s. We measure how large
part of one interval the server is busy. Let us call this
quantity p*. At the end of each interval we compare
p* with a regulation parameter po. If p* > po we let
Ar = ~,i.e. the gate is throttled which leads to that
the system will be fed by an arrival intensity that can
be handled by the CP. If p* < po the gate is wide open
and we let Ar = A in the next interval. We have used
po = 0.8 and ~ = lOOS-I. This is a simplified version of
LOAS, the overload control mechanism used by Ericsson in the general AXE-exchanges of today.
QLC: Whenever the number of customers in the CP
queue totals a predetermined value, say k, the CP will
slow down or possibly interrupt its acceptance of new
calls. Though the parameter k may be varied to match
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offered load variations and control objectives, we have
so far mainly studied such algorithms for fixed values of
k, using both simulation and calculation models ([6]).
As before the system is empty at time zero, when suddenly the arrival rate is changed from zero to 250 8- 1
and control is started with k = 4. So, whenever the current queue length exceeds this threshold new arrivals are
blocked.

ccc: We count the number of arrivals during a control
interval and divide by T to get an estimate of the arrival
intensity. Let us call this estimate A*. If A* > Aa we let
Ar = ~ otherwise Ar = A. Aa is a predetermined regulation parameter. In our simulations we have Aa = t
Performance characteristics are shown for T = 0.1 s, the
length of the time periods under which calls are counted,
i e time periods between epoches when actions may be
taken by the control algorithm.
The three principal overload control mechanisms (see
sample results in figure 2) delt with in this chapter do
not all fulfill some of the general requirements presented
in the first chapter. They must be able to handle arbitrarily large arrival intensities, that is short after a large
increase in the arrival intensity the load of the processor
should stabilize on a proper level. They must cope with
large increases in the arrival rate without too large oscillations of the load. How do our three methods meet
these requirements? It is not obvious how to set the
parameters to make fair comparisons. We have tried to
find parameters that give approximately the same limit
of p(t) as t -+ 00. There are also several parameters
that can be changed, e.g. in call count control (CCC)
T and both ~ and Aa can be changed. We may find two
different settings that give the same limit of p(t) but
with quite different behaviour of p(t) before the limit
is reached. However, the differences between the methods are so large that we think we can compare them
anyway.
Let us start with the simple queue length limiter
(QLC). If the arrival rate is very large the queue will frequently contain the maximum number of jobs and the
server will thus during those periods always be busy.
This means that the method does not fulfill our first
condition. A look at the figures reveals that the second
condition is not fulfilled either. Heavy load fluctuations are observed and the attenuation is rather slow.
This means that a queue length limiter will not be a
good protection against overload . The regulator only
uses the number of jobs in the queue and does not care
whether these jobs are fresh or old. This means that
the regulator does not predict the intensity of old jobs
that arrive to the queue from the delay.
The simulations where we have used different distributions show clearly that the distributions have a large
impact on the efficiency of the regulator. Most strik-

ing is the observation that constant delays give rise to
violent load fluctuations while negative exponential delays produce no fluctuations at all. Heavy, persistent
variations of switching load should of course not be tolerated. They prevent a high average switching capacity,
secondly they may disturb the service of jobs on other
priority levels.
The load measurement method (LMC) seems to be
more promising. p(t) reaches a desired level after some
time, but the oscillations before the equilibrium is reached are still rather large and persistent. This method
has one drawback in common with the queue limiter.
It does not care whether the load of the server is caused
by fresh or old jobs. This means that its predictive
power is small. It is interesting to note that the length
of the control intervals has a significant impact on the
efficiency of the method.
We have found that if the decisions for throttle off
or on are based on call counts, i.e. the number of fresh
calls arriving during a time interval, the control algorithm would act very fast and appropriate on a sudden
increase in the arrival rate. Also, the severe fluctuations in carried load as was observed under the two
first principles are much less dramatic here. The call
count control (CCC) seems to be better than any of the
other two methods. Even if the control interval is rather
long, equilibrium is reached fast. If ~ is small enough,
the method is always stable. However large the arrival
intensity, the limit of the load as t -+ 00 is always well
below 1 and tends to ~ for A large. With a short control
interval the method reacts very fast and there are practically no oscillations. The method only measures fresh
jobs and because the number of old calls depends on
the number of accepted fresh jobs, we can say that the
regulator in some indirect way predicts the intensity of
the arrival rate of old jobs to the queue. It is notable
that if the control intervals are too short, there would
definitely be a great uncertainty in A*.
What general lessons can we learn from our study?
• The distribution of the delay is very important.
Long, deterministic delays are the worst cases.
• In order to obtain fast attenuation of load oscillations, the regulating algorithm must be able to
predict the number of old jobs that arrive to the
queue from the delay. This prediction could be
very implicit.
• The control intervals may not be too long. If they
are of the same order of magnitude as the delay, the regulator reacts too slow. But too short
control intervals give rise to large statistical fluctuations in the measurements and thus a large
amount of wrong control decisions.
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• It is important to use a measure that takes the
environment of the system in consideration directly (e.g. our quantity A*) and not only detects
changes in the environment by their indirect effects on the system.
Our studies have shown that a simple control algorithm
based on call counting may perform nicely causing no
noticeable periodic load fluctuations, as long as CP
service times remain unchanged. Similar performance
should be attainable in practice, were it possible not
only count calls but also to determine their categories
and so be able to predict the CP load corresponding to
calls waiting in the access buffer ([21]). This principle
seems attractive for ISDN applications, where different
traffic classes may exhibit strongly differing load profiles. The possibility of avoiding a mixture of control
algorithms, each with its own set of parameters, may
perhaps justify the introduction of a separate "control
processor" .
For future investigations we propose different combinations of throttling and adaptation principles for online parameter settings of k or Ao as well as possibilities
of using access buffers in this connection.
Different communication services can be regulated
more or less independently or by one algorithm. Considering ISDN-applications such possibilities should be
studied thoroughly.

4. Priorities
In order to manage the numerous tasks found in an
SPC control system, tasks with different real time demands, a priority scheme for access to the processor(s)
is normally implemented. Each task (or job) is given
a certain level of priority. Jobs dealing with the connection and disconnection of calls usually have a higher
priority than jobs taking care of tasks without severe
time constraints e g management, maintenance and audit functions. In this chapter we will investigate if anything may be gained by introducing further priorities
among jobs related to call-handling. This example also
demonstrates the complexity that may arise and thus
the needs for thorough performance analysis. It might e
g be tempting to give jobs related to digit analysis and
call set-up a higher priority before those related to call
detection (tasks during the predialling phase). As we
will show, this might under certain circumstances lead
to a less favourable behaviour of the central processor.
We focus here on the Call Count Control algorithm and
will demonstrate the impact of this priority scheme on
system performance. Jobs for call detection are referred
to as fresh jobs and jobs related to digit analysis and
call establishment as old jobs returning from the delay.
We use the non-preemptive priority scheme.
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Figure 3: CCC - Priority for old jobs
We use the earlier model with the same distributions
and parameters, the only difference is that old jobs have
a higher priority than fresh ones. In figure 3 we show a
single realization of the number of jobs in the queue. As
can be seen large oscillations arise after a few seconds.
These oscillations will always start after some time,
which is random and depends on the arrival process and
service times. The explanation of this phenomenon is
as follows: Suppose that there are so many old jobs
in the job queue that no fresh jobs are given service
for at least one second. This will happen sooner or
later. Let the interval when only old jobs are served
start at to and end at t l . At tl there will be no old
jobs left in the queue and assume there will just be a
few jobs in the delay. At this instant the queue only
contains fresh jobs that have arrived before t l . During
one second from tl only a few jobs will arrive from the
delay and thus mostly fresh jobs will be served. First
all the jobs that arrived before tl be will be served. The
arrival intensity to the delay is then 500 S-l. Then all
the fresh jobs that arrive to the system after tl will be
served so the arrival intensity to the delay is at least 140
S-l. At tl + 1 the jobs that arrived to the delay after
tl begin to come back as old jobs with arrival intensity
500 S-l. Because they have higher priority and a longer
mean service time than the fresh jobs they will occupy
the server constantly. During one second only old jobs
will be served and so the oscillations have started.
Observe that the oscillations are not caused by the
regulator. We may use an arrival intensity of 140 S-l to
the system and no regulator at all. This would give a
load of 0.84 in equilibrium and still the oscillations start
sooner or later as can be seen in figure 3. There are several conditions that must be fulfilled if the oscillations
shall arise:
• The mean of t.he second service time must be
larger than the mean of the first service time.
• The delay must not be too long.
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• The variance of the length of the delay must not
be to large.
This behaviour is of course highly undesirable and
must be avoided. One way of doing this is to limit the
number of fresh jobs that may reside in the queue. If
there are more fresh jobs than the limit no fresh jobs
are allowed to enter the queue. This problem is characterized as that of synchronization and delt with in [5].

5. Concluding Remarks
Though we foresee SPC-systems later during this decade
with very powerful control systems, the need for efficient overload control mechanisms will increase. In
this paper, we have briefly described the environment
in which these switches will work. The SPC-systems
will definitely be one of the key building blocks in ATM
and SS7 networks of tomorrow. We have also indicated
that multi processor systems will be seen much more
frequently tomorrow. Though system complexity will
increase in general, it is important to keep the overload control mechanisms predictable, straightforward
and robust. We have stressed that the design of overload control mechanisms must be done in conjunction
with the design of the control system.
We would like to point out the importance of studying time dependent behaviour of modern SPC-systems
in general and especially their overload control mechanisms. This, indeed, seems to be a very urgent task. We
have so far only reached a point of basic understanding
of these mechanisms. It is also important to have the
performance, derived from various analytic and simulation based models, supported by measurements from
systems in use. Traditional stochastic models do suffer
from limitations. We need to develop efficient numerical
solution methods for many of the today's models as well
as develop new models based on perhaps non-traditional
approaches. Traffic flow models seem promising in describing the sometimes chaotic behaviour of these dynamic systems.
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